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NEUTRON�PROTON PAIRING CORRELATIONS �S. SzpikowskiInstitute of Physis UMCSRadziszewskiego 10, 20-031 Lublin, Poland(Reeived January 3, 2000)Reently, the neutron�proton orrelations have been one again on-sidered in rih neutron exoti nulei with N = Z. In this ontributionthe measure of neutron�proton pairing orrelations is obtained using theelementary method based on the exat group theory treatment. The trans-parent and simple algebrai formulas for average values of neutron, protonand neutron�proton parts of pairing energies are then applied to two ex-amples.PACS numbers: 21.60.Cs1. Formulas for hSn+Sn�i; hSp+Sp�i and hSnp+ Snp� iFor one kind of nuleons, say neutrons, and for one j-level, the pairingHamiltonian readsH 0 = �GSn+Sn� (1)where Sn+ = Xm>0(�1)j�ma+jma+j�m ; Sn� = (Sn+)+ (2)and G is the strength parameter.The simple group theory algebra for the group SU(2) provides diagonal-isation of the H 0 and we an get [1℄E0n = �G4 (n� �)(2
 + 2� n� �) ; (3)where 
 = (2j + 1)=2, � is the seniority number and n is the number ofpartiles. Hene, we get the simple formula for �the number of ative pairs�,� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (443)



444 S. SzpikowskihSn+Sn�i or, more exatly, the expetation value of the neutron pairing energyin �G units hSn+Sn�i � 14 (n� �)(2
 + 2� n� �) (4)whih is also, in this simple ase, an eigenvalue of the pairing operator.Before onsidering the system of neutrons and protons let us repeat theelementary method for pairing energy [2, 3℄ in the above ase. We dividethe j-level on two-partile states with m and �m eah (Fig. 1).z z z j j jn1 n2 n3(m;�m) (m;�m) (m;�m)m = 1=2; 3=2; : : : ; jFig. 1. The shemati piture of neutrons on the j-level: there are n1 paired pairs,n2 unpaired single neutrons and n3 empty two-partile states.From Fig. 1 we immediately getn = 2n1 + n2 ; � = n2 ; 
 = n1 + n2 + n3 ; (5)or n1 = n2 � � ; n2 = � ; n3 = 
 � n2 � �2 : (6)The elementary method is based on the following sheme. The annihilationoperator Sn� while ating on a shemati state (Fig. 1) annihilates the pairedpair in eah of the possible (m, �m) two-partile positions (n1 possibilities)and then the operator Sn+ from the Hamiltonian (1) reates a pair on eahempty state (1 + n3 possibilities). Eah annihilation-reation ation givesthe energy ontribution �G. Hene, the pairing energy simple readsE0n = �Gn1(1 + n3) : (7)Taking n1 and n3 from (5) to (6) we get exatly the pairing energy (3).For a system with protons and neutrons the group-theoretial treatmentis based on the orthogonal group SO(5) [1℄. The pairing energy for thesimple ase with seniority � = 0 readsEpair = �G4 nn�2
 + 3� n2�� 2T (T + 1)o (8)whih is the eigenvalue of the pairing HamiltonianH = �G(Sn+Sn� + Sp+Sp� + 12Snp+ Snp� ) ; (9)



Neutron�Proton Pairing Correlations 445where Snp+ = Xm>0(1)j�m �ap+jman+j�m + an+jmap+j�m� ; Snp� = (Snp+ )+and T is the isotopi spin for a system.The elementary method in this ase [3℄ extended to alulations of energy-ontributions gives separately the very handy nd simple formulas [4℄En � hSn+Sn�i = n+w n1n4 + n2(1 + n4) + (1� u) n32 (1 + n1 + n4)Ep � hSp+Sp�i = n1(1 + n2) + w n1n4 + (1� u) n32 (1 + n1 + n4)Enp � 12 hSnp+ Snp� i = n1 + 2(1� w)n1n4 + un3(1 + n1 + n4) ; (10)where, in analogy to (6) we getn1 = n4 � T2 ; n2 = T0; n3 = T � T0 n4 = 
 � n4 � T2 (11)and u = T + T02T � 1 ; w = 2(T 2 + T + T 20 � 1)(2T � 1)(2T + 3) : (12)Taking the sum of (10), we gethSn+Sn�i+ hSp+Sp�i+ 12hSnp+ Snp� i = n4 �2
 + 3� n2�� T2 (T + 1) (13)whih is the same exat formula as in (8).Now, however, we an adjust any of the strength parameters Gn, Gp,Gnp separately. Usually it is suggested thatGn = Gp > Gnp : (14)2. Two examplesWe onsider two appliations of the formulas (10). Let us onsider thedependene of three ontributions (10) to the pairing energy on the thirdisospin omponent T0. We getEn = aT 20 � b T0 +  ; (15)Ep = aT 20 + b T0 +  ; (16)Enp = �2aT 20 � 2+Epair ;



446 S. Szpikowskiwhere a = 4n1n4 + (1 + n1 + n4)(2T + 3)2(2T � 1)(2T + 3)b = n1 � n4 � 12 = n1 + (1 + n1 + n4) T (T � 1)2(2T � 1) + 2n1n4 T 2 + T � 1(2T � 1)(2T + 3) (17)and Epair is given by (13).We take a shemati example: 
 = 28; n = 50; T = 21 and then n1 = 2;n4 = 5

Fig. 2. Mean values of hS+S�i for nn, pp, and np versus T0;T = 21.Fig. 2 gives the E(T0) for three ases (15). We have shown, one again,that Enp is of the greatest importane for T0 around zero, in our ase for�3 � T0 � 3. In this region Enp is larger then En + Ep, espeially of weassume (13).The T = 21 is hosen quite arbitrarily. For other T values the �T0(around T0 = 0), for whih the ontribution of n�p pairing is larger than thesum of n�n and p�p, an be only hanged.In the seond example we onsider the following problem. Assume thatthe initial state jii with � = 0 and T = T0 = 0 (N = Z) has energy E1.Now add two neutrons with � = 0 and onsider the ground state of a system



Neutron�Proton Pairing Correlations 447jfi with energy E2. The question: what are the expetation valuesE(i)2 �E(i)1E(i)1 � �E(i)E(i)1 ; (18)where E(i) means the expetation value for n; p; and np separately. Theanswer based on the formulas (10) is astonishing:(i) The proton part, �EpEp1 , inreases exatly(!) by 20% for any allowedvalues n and 
.(ii) The neutron�proton part drops exatly (!) by 40% and it does notdepend on n and 
.(iii) The neutron part an vary from +170% to �40% (!) depending on nand 
 �EnEn1 = 4n
 � n2 � 54n+ 120
20n
 � 5n2 + 30n : (19)The formula (18) is illustrated in two ases(a) 
 = 10 is �xed, hene �En=En1 is a funtion of n-only, where n is thenumber of nuleons in the initial state (Fig. 3).(b) n = 20 is �xed, hene �En=En1 is a funtion of 
 only (Fig. 4).In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we see, that there are regions of n and 
, where additionof a pair of neutrons diminishes the neutron orrelations.

Fig. 3. Changes in neutron orrelations measured by �E=E after a pair of neutronsis added versus n; 
 = 10 is �xed.
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Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 3 but versus 
; n = 20 is �xedAlthough the presented results are based on a simple model, their nu-merial part are exat. Hene, for nulei with the shell model struturesimilar to onsidered in the paper, the pairing ontribution is, at least, ofthe same qualitative value even in the presene of a more realisti two-bodyinteration.More examples will be published soon.REFERENCES[1℄ B.H. Flowers, S. Szpikowski, Pro. Phys. So. 84, 193 (1964).[2℄ S. Szpikowski, Ata Phys. Pol. B22, 641 (1991).[3℄ S. Szpikowski, Z. Phys. A339, 37 (1991).[4℄ S. Szpikowski, to be published.


